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The domain wall~DW! contribution to magnetoresistance has been investigated using an epitaxial
microfabricated bcc~110!Fe wires of 2mm linewidth. A strong in-plane uniaxial component to the
magnetic anisotropy perpendicular to the wire axis causes a regular stripe domain pattern with
closure domains. The stripe domain width in zero-applied magnetic field is strongly affected by the
magnetic history and can be continuously varied from 0.45 to 1.8mm. This enables a measurement
of the resistivity as a function of DW density in a single wire. Clear evidence is presented that the
resistivity is reduced in the presence of DWs at low temperatures.
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The miniaturization of magnetoelectronic devices
quires controlling domain configurations in small ferroma
netic elements and understanding the effect of domain w
~DWs! and sample boundaries on electronic transport
these elements. Of particular recent interest is the possib
that DWs can have a significant effect on spin-depend
electron transport.1–4 However, the study of DW resistivity
requires isolating this effect from ordinary anisotropic ma
netoresistance~AMR! in which the resistivity depends on th
relative orientation of the currentj and magnetizationM and
the anisotropy of the Lorentz magnetoresistance~MR!,
which generally depends on the angle of the currentj and
internal magnetic-fieldB. Since applying a magnetic field t
a multidomain sample changes the domain configurati
and orientations, this is a source of MR and can be a la
effect.5,6 Here, an approach is employed to isolate a D
related contribution to the resistivity of a single microfab
cated Fe wire in which the magnetic stripe domain confi
ration and DW density can be continuously varied.

Important to these experiments is controlling magne
interactions in a microfabricated wire. First, bcc~110! Fe
films were grown ona-axis sapphire substrates using ultr
high-vacuum e-beam evaporation techniques.7–9 A 10 nm
thick ~110!Mo seed layer was deposited at 900 K at a rate
0.2 nm/s followed by a 100 nm thick~110!Fe layer grown at
510 K at a rate of 0.5 nm/s. Longitudinal Kerr-hystere
measurements indicate a strong uniaxial magnetocrysta
component to the anisotropy with an in-plane easy axis al
the @001#direction. X-rayQ/2Q scans indicate a fully~110!
orientation of the Fe films and x-ray pole figures show t
the in-plane@11̄1# axis of the films is parallel to the@0001#
direction of the sapphire substrate. The residual resisti
ratio of 30 and the residual resistivity ofr050.2mV cm
confirm the high crystalline quality of the films. Using opt
cal projection lithography techniques and ion milling, F
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wires of 2.0mm linewidth were fabricated with the magnet
easy axis perpendicular to the wire axis.

The competing magnetostatic, magnetocrystalline,
exchange interactions result in a regularly spaced stripe
main configuration with closure domains.10 By minimizing
the free energy of this configuration it is easily seen that
domain width should depend on the square root of the w
width.10 However, magnetic force microscope~MFM! im-
ages at room temperature reveal the presence of metas
domain configurations. The MFM images of a 2mm wire
shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~d! demonstrate a strong influence
the prior saturation field direction on the stripe doma
width. Here, by using a magnetic tip with a remanent ma
netization perpendicular to the wire surface, the MFM im
ages highlight the out-of-plane component of the wire m
netization, i.e., Bloch walls and magnetic poles at the w
edges. Before performing a MFM image in zero-applied fie
the wire was magnetized to saturation~a! longitudinal (Q
50°), ~b! Q560°, ~c! Q572°, and ~d! transverse (Q
590°) to the wire axis. Figure 2 shows a continuous
crease of the stripe domain width from 0.45 to 1.8mm as
function of the angleQ between the applied field and th
wire axis.

FIG. 1. The MFM images of the stripe domain pattern of a 2mm Fe wire in
zero-applied field show a strong dependence of the previous saturatio
rection. Before performing the MFM images the wire was magnetized
saturation~a! longitudinal (Q50°), ~b! Q560°, ~c! Q572°, and~d! trans-
verse (Q590°), with respect to the wire axis.

http://apl.aip.org/
http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:352-opus-53286
http://www.ub.uni-konstanz.de/kops/volltexte/2008/5328/
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In order to examine the large difference in stripe dom
width between the longitudinal and transverse geome
MFM measurements were carried out in fields just below
saturation fields for these configurations. In the longitudi
case shown in Fig. 3~a!, besides the triangle-shaped closu
domains with the magnetization parallel to the applied fi
(H50.013 T), stripe domains of alternating magnetizat
direction perpendicular to the field are nucleated. A furth
reduction of the applied field does not lead to a change of
stripe domain width, only a contraction of closure doma
occurs via DW movement. In contrast, the transverse c
just below the saturation field (H50.03 T) shown in Fig.
3~b! is dominated by a stripe domain configuration of alt
nating magnetization direction, where the antiparallel o
ented domain is smaller in volume. As in the longitudin
case, a further reduction of the field leads to a DW mo
ment but not further nucleation of DWs. In both instances
nucleation of DWs is associated with the formation of d
mains oriented perpendicular to the applied magnetic fi
In the longitudinal case, these domains are along the ma

FIG. 2. The domain width in zero-applied field determined from MF
images increases continuously as function of the previous saturation d
tion labeled by the angleQ between the wire axis and the applied field. T
inset shows the reduction of resistivity2rd /r(H50) due to the presence
of DWs as a function ofQ.

FIG. 3. MFM images of the domain configurations of a 2mm Fe wire in the
presence of~a! a longitudinal field ofH50.013 T and~b! a transverse field
of H50.03 T, which are both just below the saturation field of the giv
orientation.
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tocrystalline easy axis. However, in the transverse case
are perpendicular to the magnetocrystalline easy axis. T
qualitatively, the lower DW density in the transverse case
due to the larger magnetocrystalline energy density ass
ated with the magnetic state after DW nucleation.

MR measurements were performed in a high-field va
able temperature cryostat with sample rotation capabilit
The applied field was in-plane and oriented either longitu
nal ~i! or transverse~'! to the wire axis. The resistivity was
measured using a four-probe ac (;10 Hz) bridge technique
with low currents~10 mA!. In previous experiments we ex
amined the DW contribution to the MR by measuring t
low-field MR as a function of temperature, angle of the a
plied field, and wire linewidth.7,8 In this prior work the DW
density was varied by varying the wire linewidth. Here, t
dependence on DW density is studied more elegantly
varying the DW density in a single 2mm wire. In this man-
ner effects associated with changing the wire cross sectio
impurity concentration can definitively be isolated fro
those associated with domain configurations and DWs.

The resistivity of a ferromagnetic metal in general d
pends on the relative orientation of the magnetization a
current~as well as the direction of current in crystalline me
als!. Since atH50 these wires contain domains oriente
both parallel~closure domains!and perpendicular~stripe do-
mains!to the current direction, the observed MR can res
from both resistivity anisotropy~Lorentz MR and AMR! as
well as the erasure of DWs. MR measurements at room t
perature can be entirely explained by resistivity anisotrop7

At H50 the MR in transverse and longitudinal geometry
governed by the resistivity anisotropy and reflects the v
ume ratio of longitudinal to transverse domains, which w
determined by MFM measurements@see Figs. 1~a! and 1~d!#.
Besides this resistivity anisotropy, no additional contributi
could be detected.7 This result on Fe wires is in contrast t
Co and Ni films, where at room temperature an increa
resistivity in the presence of DW was observed.1,2

We have found, however, that at lower temperatures
resistivity anisotropy@r i(H50, Tcomp)5r'(H50, Tcomp)#
vanishes. This is due to the increasing importance of
resistivity anisotropy associated with the Lorentz MR whi
is opposite in sign to the AMR.8 At this so-called compen-
sation temperatureTcomp the effect of domain configuration
on the MR also vanishes and the DW contribution to the M
can be isolated. Figure 4 shows the low- and high-field M
in transverse and longitudinal geometry at the compensa
temperature ofT565.5 K. The absence of resistivity aniso
ropy atH50 at this temperature is suggested by extrapo
tion from the high-field resistivity above magnetic saturati
for transverse~solid line! and longitudinal~dotted line!ap-
plied fields. The field dependence above magnetic satura
is due to the ordinary Lorentz MR.8 Nevertheless, the mea
sured resistivities in both field geometries atH50 are lower
than the extrapolated value and the differences to the
trapolated value are correlated with the DW densities a
longitudinal @Fig. 1~a!#and transverse@Fig. 1~d!#saturation.
Here, the higher DW density state gives rise to alower re-
sistivity. To show that this effect depends systematically
the DW density, different DW densities were established
saturating the wires in an in-plane direction tilted byQ
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510° andQ530° with respect to the wire axis. As dis
cussed in the section above forQ510°, the DW density is
higher than forQ530°. After saturating and before pe
forming the MR measurement, the wire has been oriente
the transverse geometry atH50. The low-field MR data~see
Fig. 4! for Q510° andQ530° show a continuous decrea
of the H50 resistivity with respect to the transverse ca
These kinds of measurements have been done for a large
of different angles as plotted in the inset of Fig. 2. Here
continuous increase of2rd /r(H50) between the trans
verse (Q590°) and the longitudinal (Q50°) orientation is
observed. In a previous article we also reported on the t
perature dependence of this reduced resistivity associ
with DWs.7 For a 2mm wire in the longitudinal geometry
2rd /r(H50) is about 1% at 1.5 K and disappears at 80

In order to correlate the stripe domain densities, wh
were measured at room temperature using a MFM with
observed low-temperature MR, the sample was warmed
to room temperature. At room temperature a known dom
state was established by saturating the sample in transv
or longitudinal geometry and cooling in zero-applied fie
After cooling, the resistivity and MR were unchanged. Th
is strong evidence that the domain configuration atH50 is
not altered by temperature.

FIG. 4. Low-field MR of a 2mm Fe wire @r(T565.5 K)51.6mV cm#
measured at the compensation point temperature of 65.5 K. Extrapolati
the high-field MR data in transverse~solid line! and longitudinal~dotted
line! geometry shows the equality ofr'(H50, Tcomp) and r i(H
50, Tcomp). Also included are the MR data measured in transverse ge
etry from H50 to saturation after magnetizing the wire transverseQ
590°), Q530°, u510°, and longitudinal (u50°), with respect to the
wire axis.
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In conclusion, using an epitaxial~110! Fe wire of 2mm
linewidth, the DW density was varied continuously fro
0.45 to 1.8mm. In the presence of DWs a reduced resistiv
was observed with a magnitude which depends on the
density. This observation cannot be understood by mean
a recently proposed mechanism in which spin-depend
electron scattering within a DW leads to a mixing of th
minority- and majority-spin channels as in gia
magnetoresistance.11 This mechanism would lead to an en
hanced resistivity in the presence of DWs. More recen
weak localization has been proposed to explain s
phenomena,12 but is not applicable in the observed tempe
ture range at which electron–phonon scattering would
stroy such coherence effects. It is possible that the interp
of orbital effects associated with spatially modulated inter
magnetic fields in stripe and closure domains and in D
with surface scattering may also be important. The inter
magnetic-field direction within a DW, which is directed pe
pendicular to the surface of the wire, may lead to a redu
surface scattering of the carriers within the DW, and hen
to an enhanced conductivity in the presence of DWs. Nev
theless, at present the microscopic origin of this effect
unclear and further theoretical and experimental work is w
ranted.
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